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EDITORS NOTES

Welcome to the second edition of the SmartAgri Welcome to the second edition of the SmartAgri 
Barometer of 2021/2022Barometer of 2021/2022

One of the defining features of climate change One of the defining features of climate change 
is the increasingly erratic and extreme weather is the increasingly erratic and extreme weather 
experienced everywhere. In the Western Cape, good experienced everywhere. In the Western Cape, good 
rains and mild temperatures this winter are making rains and mild temperatures this winter are making 
for an expected bumper crop of winter grains – this for an expected bumper crop of winter grains – this 
is excellent for the sector, food security and jobs. But is excellent for the sector, food security and jobs. But 
many people were puzzled by the frequent periods many people were puzzled by the frequent periods 
of very cold weather, and a large amount of snow of very cold weather, and a large amount of snow 
across the higher mountain peaks – how does this across the higher mountain peaks – how does this 
align with global warming? Perhaps we all thought align with global warming? Perhaps we all thought 
that snow is almost something of the past. that snow is almost something of the past. 

Dr Peter Johnston of the Climate System Analysis Dr Peter Johnston of the Climate System Analysis 
Group at the University of Cape Town explains: Group at the University of Cape Town explains: 
“We don’t know exactly what caused it but the “We don’t know exactly what caused it but the 
polar jet stream has had a higher amplitude and polar jet stream has had a higher amplitude and 
shorter wavelength, causing it to draw in cooler air shorter wavelength, causing it to draw in cooler air 
especially behind the frontal systems, and when this especially behind the frontal systems, and when this 
penetrated inland, adiabatic cooling and relief have penetrated inland, adiabatic cooling and relief have 
caused heavy snow in some regions. This is ONE caused heavy snow in some regions. This is ONE 
consequence of an overheated atmosphere as the consequence of an overheated atmosphere as the 
balance between polar and equatorial regions is balance between polar and equatorial regions is 
disturbed, with polar regions warming up.”disturbed, with polar regions warming up.”

At the same time, just over the mountains and into At the same time, just over the mountains and into 
the drier areas of the Karoo, farmers are buckling the drier areas of the Karoo, farmers are buckling 
under the severe and extended (up to 7 years) under the severe and extended (up to 7 years) 
drought that seems to have no end in sight. Why is drought that seems to have no end in sight. Why is 
the rain not extending to these areas? Scientists are the rain not extending to these areas? Scientists are 
working hard to find the answers. working hard to find the answers. 

The release in July 2021 of the first part of the 6th The release in July 2021 of the first part of the 6th 
Assessment Report of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Assessment Report of the IPCC (Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change) was keenly anticipated, Panel on Climate Change) was keenly anticipated, 

since it summarises around 14000 scientific since it summarises around 14000 scientific 
papers to provide the most up-to-date physical papers to provide the most up-to-date physical 
understanding of the climate system and climate understanding of the climate system and climate 
change, drawing on studies of paleoclimate, change, drawing on studies of paleoclimate, 
observations, process understanding, and observations, process understanding, and 
global and regional climate simulations. One of global and regional climate simulations. One of 
the key messages is that, while a wide variety of the key messages is that, while a wide variety of 
natural weather and climate extremes would still natural weather and climate extremes would still 
occur without anthropogenic climate change, occur without anthropogenic climate change, 
the chance of occurrence of many extremes is the chance of occurrence of many extremes is 
rising, as is the chance of compound extreme rising, as is the chance of compound extreme 
events. events. 

Furthermore, extremes can occur locally that Furthermore, extremes can occur locally that 
are in the opposite direction to the general are in the opposite direction to the general 
climatic shifts such as warming and wetting/climatic shifts such as warming and wetting/
drying. So, in the Western Cape, having drought, drying. So, in the Western Cape, having drought, 
flood, hail and snow all in a few months of 2021, flood, hail and snow all in a few months of 2021, 
in adjacent areas, is a sign of a climate system in in adjacent areas, is a sign of a climate system in 
transition and we need to pay careful attention transition and we need to pay careful attention 
to preparing for this. to preparing for this. 

This edition of the Barometer picks up on news This edition of the Barometer picks up on news 
hot off the press, cutting edge tools developed hot off the press, cutting edge tools developed 
within the WC Department of Agriculture, and within the WC Department of Agriculture, and 
fresh research outputs and contributions by fresh research outputs and contributions by 
the sector. Since our SmartAgri response is the sector. Since our SmartAgri response is 
embedded in the larger frame, we also provide embedded in the larger frame, we also provide 
updates on provincial, national and international updates on provincial, national and international 
efforts. Please feel free to send your feedback efforts. Please feel free to send your feedback 
and ideas, and to disseminate to other interested and ideas, and to disseminate to other interested 
parties.parties.

For those who have not read about the For those who have not read about the 
SmartAgri plan, or seen our previous editions SmartAgri plan, or seen our previous editions 
of the SmartAgri Barometer, please visit of the SmartAgri Barometer, please visit www.www.
greenagri.org.zagreenagri.org.za and click on SmartAgri. and click on SmartAgri.

http://www.greenagri.org.za
http://www.greenagri.org.za
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The Western Cape Department of Agriculture 
has released a flyer on climate change and 
agriculture, specifically for agri-workers and 
their communities. The two-sided flyer first 
provides background information on what 
climate change is, what is causing it, and how 
it is affecting farming and agri-workers. It 
then outlines five ways in which agri-workers 
can protect themselves and their families, 
become water- and energy-wise, and inform 
themselves on the issue. In this way they can 
also learn about opportunities arising for new 
skills that will be needed in future. The flyer will 
be distributed widely over the coming months.

To download the PDF of the flyer please go to:  
https://bit.ly/3tfFfno 

NEW CLIMATE CHANGE 
FLYER FOR AGRI-
WORKERS

This Climate Smart Agriculture 
Webinar Series is a joint collaboration 
between the California Department 
of Food and Agriculture and the 
Western Cape Department of 
Agriculture. 

The intent of this series is to connect 
farmers/ranchers, academia and 
government representatives in both 
countries to engage on shared 
climate challenges. The second 
webinar in the series took place 
on 20 July 2021 with over 100 

participants from both regions. 
Presentations covered the science of 
climate change, California’s Climate 
Smart Agriculture Program, the 
Western Cape’s SmartAgri Plan, and 
climate smart tools for agriculture. 
Continued future collaboration is 
planned.  

To access the video recording 
of the webinar please go to: 
https://register.gotowebinar.com/
recording/2546349499619977743

CLIMATE SMART AGRICULTURE 
– AGRICULTURAL IMPACTS AND 

STRATEGIES CALIFORNIA & 
WESTERN CAPE

https://bit.ly/3tfFfno 
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/2546349499619977743
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/2546349499619977743


The Annual GSSA Congress was held in a 
virtual format on 27-29 July 2021. A group of six 
scientists and practitioners from the Western 
Cape Department of Agriculture, joined by one 
scientist from the Northern Cape Department 
of Agriculture, collaborated on presenting a 
special session entitled "Exploring the impacts 
of climate variability and change on extensive 
livestock production systems in the Little Karoo 
and the southern Nama Karoo". 

The session covered the recent climate trends, 
climate variability (including the current 
drought) and future climate projections for 
this region; impacts of these dynamics on 
agricultural production systems dependent on 
rangelands and pastures; and selected tools and 
projects that can offer practical solutions. The 
specific objectives were to:

1. Provide the scientific background to climate
stress in the region;

2. Explore the vegetation dynamics in response
to climate stress;

3. Make the link to impacts on livestock
production (sheep, ostrich);

4. Present two practical solutions to the
challenge;

5. Formulate research needs.

To access the video recording of the first 
presentation by Prof Stephanie Midgley please 
watch here (video is attached to PDF): 

Recordings of the full special session can be 
requested from the GSSA at info@grassland. 
org.za.

56TH ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE 
GRASSLAND SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

mailto:info@grassland.org.za.
mailto:info@grassland.org.za.


SMARTAGRI AT THE JACK HUMAN 
CONSERVATION AGRICULTURE WEEK

SMARTAGRI AT THE OUTENIQUA 
INFORMATION DAY

The annual Outeniqua Information Day was this year streamed 
virtually from the Outeniqua Research Farm, George, on 
15 September 2021. This farmers day is presented by the 
Directorate of Plant and Animal Sciences of the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture. Pasture-based dairy farming is 
vulnerable to the warming and drying expected under climate 
change, but can also contribute to reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, strengthening carbon sinks, and sustainably 
managing scarce water resources. 

On this occasion, Prof Stephanie Midgley of the Department 
of Agriculture (Western Cape) discussed “Climate-smart 
dairy farming: opportunities for carbon mitigation and 
improved resource management”. Cost-effectiveness of 
specific interventions is highly region- and farm-specific and 
requires investigation on a case-by-case basis. However, many 
interventions are linked to reductions in costly inputs rather 
than investments. The dairy sector will ensure resilience and 
growth if it can proactively shift to practices with measurable 
environmental and climate benefits within the next 5-10 years. 

To access the video recording of the SmartAgri presentation 
please go to: https://youtu.be/eeiedvcOmy8

Conservation Agriculture Western Cape (CAWC) 
serves as a forum where producers, researchers 
and related industries can discuss conservation 
agriculture matters such as minimal disturbance of 
the soil, diversity through crop rotation and retention 
of residues. On 4-6 August 2021 the annual Jack 
Human Conservation Agriculture Week was held via 
a full program of videos as part of a webinar and two 
virtual practical days at Langgewens Research Farm 
(winter grains) and Grabouw (fruit orchards). 

This was a good opportunity to inform the delegates 
on the renewed focus on implementing the SmartAgri 
Plan for deeper reach and impact. Conservation 
Agriculture for all production systems is one of the 
six priority projects in the SmartAgri programme. 
The proposed activities under this priority project 
will be reviewed later this year following an update of 
the climate science, together with a strategic review 
of the progress made and opportunities for greater 
uptake of CA for building climate resilience.

To access the video recording of the SmartAgri 
presentation, click watch the attached video.

https://youtu.be/eeiedvcOmy8


FRUITLOOK TRAINING AND SUPPORT WEBINARS

FruitLook training webinars are hosted on a bi-
weekly basis, with Afrikaans webinars occurring 
on the first Thursday of each month and English 
webinars occurring on the third Thursday of each 
month. 

Anyone interested in attending the training webinars 
can register using the below links.

AFRIKAANS:

FruitLook Opleiding Webinar - Deel 1/3 - Hoe om 

te begin met FruitLook (9 am): 
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_rDMBNi7sTDm34vAcdQrj4w

-FruitLook Opleiding Webinar: Deel 2/3 
Inleiding tot FruitLook (10 am): https://

us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_fb-
pfQ1mTPmg6nxxkC1lLQ

FruitLook Opleiding Webinar: Deel 3/3 -
Webwerf funksionaliteit en data analise (11 am): 
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_1tnGMY7IQpqLcNs68QwoPw

ENGLISH:

FruitLook Training: Webinar - Part 1/3 - Getting 
Started (9 am): https://us02web.zoom.us/
webinar/register/
WN_uJ6q3kr3TZOEjtE7HwbDxg

FruitLook Training: Webinar - Part 2/3 - Introduction 
to FruitLook (10 am): https://
us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_oJs3cVP_SZ2AlwerxitJog

FruitLook Training: Webinar - Part 3/3 - Website 
functionality and data analysis (11 am): https://
us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_AoxCaca5QQyoV_tKb8zddQ

General FruitLook Support Sessions will also be 
held every Wednesday at 10 am, to support users 
with specific FruitLook related questions and issues.

Anyone interested in attending the general support 
sessions can register using this link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
WN_HmISUEetRn6LOpFBg2s46A

NEW FRUITLOOK PORTAL

As of September 1st, a brand new FruitLook web 
portal was launched!

The portal update provides a more user-friendly 
interface, allowing users to check in on the status of 
their fields and to get the information they require on 
their fields with much more ease. Special attention 
was paid to allowing a quick overview of fields after 
logging in and the ability of users to compare their 
various fields amongst each other.

In the new FruitLook portal, the data is both spatially 
and numerically easier to use. The data parameters 
and the algorithms behind the portal remain the 
same as to what users are familiar with, but the 
visualization thereof has been changed for a better 
user experience.

To access the portal please go to: https://fruitlook.
co.za/

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_fb-pfQ1mTPmg6nxxkC1lLQ 
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_1tnGMY7IQpqLcNs68QwoPw 
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_uJ6q3kr3TZOEjtE7HwbDxg 
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_oJs3cVP_SZ2AlwerxitJog
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_oJs3cVP_SZ2AlwerxitJog
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_AoxCaca5QQyoV_tKb8zddQ
https://fruitlook.co.za/
https://fruitlook.co.za/
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_fb-pfQ1mTPmg6nxxkC1lLQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_1tnGMY7IQpqLcNs68QwoPw
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_uJ6q3kr3TZOEjtE7HwbDxg
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_AoxCaca5QQyoV_tKb8zddQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_HmISUEetRn6LOpFBg2s46A
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_rDMBNi7sTDm34vAcdQrj4w


DISTRIBUTION OF INDIGENOUS TREES 
HELPS TO BUILD CLIMATE RESILIENCE

LINK TO VIDEO ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
AGRICULTURE

Landbou en aardverwarming – die werklike prentjie: 
Farm TV - 4 Augustus 2021:  https://youtu.be/
K4hOBNnatLs

LINK TO RADIO INTERVIEW ON CLIMATE 
CHANGE AND AGRICULTURE

RSG Landbou, 13 August 2021 – Interview with 
Prof Stephanie Midgley, Scientist Climate Change 
and Risk Assessment, Research and Technology 
Development Services, Western Cape Department 
of Agriculture:

The new indigenous tree nursery of the Western 
Cape Department of Agriculture (WCDoA) at the 
Worcester Field Reserve was in the spotlight on 20 
September 2021, when the annual Nursery Day took 
place. 

On this occasion, the Western Cape Minister of 
Agriculture, Dr Ivan Meyer, donated indigenous 
trees to various organizations. 

Beneficiaries included the West Coast region of 
the Women’s Agricultural Society, Bonnies People 
Project, Seed2Harvest and Fairtrade Africa. The 
trees are being propagated and grown to plant 
along rivers that have been cleared of invasive alien 
plants. 

This stabilises the river banks and restores the 
original ecological infrastructure that provides 
resilience to the impacts of climate change such as 
droughts and floods. 

It forms part of one of the six priority projects of the 
Western Cape’s SmartAgri plan. The nursery will 
produce 12 000 trees annually, and the trees will be 
planted with the assistance of local farmers. At the 
same time, new jobs have been created. 

In 2020, the WCDoA’s Landcare Programme 
rehabilitated 34 352 ha of agricultural land and 
created 1101 green jobs. Click here to watch the 
video of our Nursery Day (video attached).

https://youtu.be/K4hOBNnatLs 
https://youtu.be/K4hOBNnatLs 



The 2021 annual crop production season has 
been blessed with good rainfall events across the 
Swartland and southern Cape and the crops are 
currently looking splendid indeed. 

The Swartland potential for wheat and canola is 
looking really spectacular and the current high 
commodity prices could see another record season 
in terms of yield and income. We must, however, 
remember that September is seen as the month of 
reckoning. If temperatures soar suddenly and there is 
low rainfall it could put a brake on the yield potential, 
but with some promising rainfall events predicted for 
the end of August and the possibility of some more 
in September, we might be in for a surprise.

The southern Cape is somewhat of a mixed bag. Early 
planted crops that germinated look really excellent in 
the case of canola and wheat. The biggest problem in 
the southern Cape is faced by producers in the areas 
where the extreme rainfall events occurred in May. 
Some of the crops that were planted shortly before 
the big rain were washed away and producers had 
to wait for the fields to dry before deciding to re-
plant. In those cases the crops are behind in terms of 
development and a late season could be beneficial. 
In some camps the erosion ditches are still visible, 

Photo 1. Wheat planted 
at Tygerhoek before the 
heavy May rain, with ears 

visible.

although the rest of the camp looks fine. The issue 
will be when the crops need to be swathed into 
windrows and then picked-up when they are ripe. 
The ditches in the fields will make this task difficult. 

A good example of the effect of the large amount of 
rain that we received in May can be seen in the wheat 
crop planted at Tygerhoek. In the wheat that was 
planted before the rain, the ears are already visible 
(photo 1), while those planted following the rains are 
far behind in terms of development and very varied 
(photos 2 and 3). Following the heavy downpour 
in May we had regular events that kept the profile 
completely wet and that hampered the growth of the 
crops with little available oxygen in the soil. 

If the season holds we might be in for another 
bumper wheat and canola crop this year. For more 
information, contact Dr Johann Strauss at johannst@
elsenburg.com.

DR JOHANN STRAUSS

SMARTAGRI IMPLEMENTATION

THE 2021 ANNUAL CROP PRODUCTION SEASON - 
PROSPECTS 

Photos 2 and 3. Wheat 
planted after the heavy 
May rain, varied and far 
behind in development.

mailto:johannst@elsenburg.com.
mailto:johannst@elsenburg.com.


DR MIKE WALLACE

WCDOA WEATHER STATION NETWORK PROGRESS 
AND WEATHER DATA APP (BETA VERSION)

Following the outcomes and recommendations 
of the SmartAgri plan in 2016, the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture embarked on a project 
to extend and improve weather monitoring in the 
province. Parastatals who control and maintain 
most of the “government” weather stations, 
unfortunately have business models in place that 
make their data both expensive and generally not 
available “live” and online to outsiders – including 
other government departments!

Our strategy was thus twofold:

1. To establish a weather station network to attempt
to extend our weather monitoring reach into
areas where current representation is sparse,
whilst also aiming to have some representation
across all the SmartAgri agroclimatic zones.

2. To make the data accessible in real time, through
the internal development of an open portal
which also allows for data extraction. https://
gis.elsenburg.com/apps/wsp/

(The rollout also prioritized our immediate needs, 
for instance at crop trials sites). A service provider, 
well-known in the horticultural industry, was 
appointed through a tender process to supply 
and install the automatic weather stations (AWS) 
and to make the data available on a server for us 
to access from our own, in-house weather portal 
development.

The AWSs are solar-powered and make use of 
cellular phone network data via an onboard 
modem with a SIM card to transmit data to the 
server – typically every hour.  Cell data coverage 
has, however, been a surprising limitation in terms 
of siting of stations in remote areas. 

Large parts of the Karoo regions are devoid of 
data coverage – especially between Barrydale 
and Matjiesfontein (apart from the N1 precinct), 
stretching up to the Tankwa Karoo and eastern 
Cederberg. Even apart from this area, it is 
remarkable how often cell signal deteriorates or 
disappears as one moves away from main roads 
or towns. Furthermore, cellular technology is 
constantly evolving, requiring a responsive design 
and some degree of future-proofing in the on-

board hardware. With the advent of satellite-based, 
cellular signal relays, this may become a non-issue 
in future – depending on subscription costs.

It is an unfortunate reality that although the modern 
automatic weather station is self-contained, it 
is certainly not maintenance-free! Batteries die, 
sand and debris accumulates in rain gauges, 
vandalism happens, birds and insects attempt 
forced occupations and spiders spin troublesome 
webs - to name but a few of the challenges! At this 
stage we have rolled out some 25 AWSs across the 
Western Cape.  Much of the value in weather data 
relies in analysis trends over a longer term, and 
unfortunately this will obviously take time to realize. 
In the meantime, the portal satisfies curiosity and 
monitoring needs regarding current conditions – 
in particular, with regard to the stations recently 
located in strategic dam catchment areas.

Figures 1-3 show how to get started using the app, 
and some of the app functionality.

For more information, contact Dr Mike Wallace at 
mikew@elsenburg.com.

mailto:mikew@elsenburg.com. 
https://gis.elsenburg.com/apps/wsp/


Figure 1. The start screen. The "menu" 
icon indicated by the red arrow allows 

access to the map, data or home pages.

Figure 2. The map view with data display options 
shown. Tapping on an individual station is an 

alternative way in which to access its data view.

Figure 3. The data view, which facilitates access to 
recorded parameters for the specified time period, at the 
specified interval. The data table can be exported in csv 

format, suitable for databases or spreadsheets. 



due to good rains received on some of the farms due to good rains received on some of the farms 
in the eastern Nama Karoo early in the summer in the eastern Nama Karoo early in the summer 
of 2020, when grasses are most responsive to of 2020, when grasses are most responsive to 
rainfall. Ankerkaroo (Pentzia incana), one of rainfall. Ankerkaroo (Pentzia incana), one of 
the dominant karoo shrubs in the Nama Karoo, the dominant karoo shrubs in the Nama Karoo, 
declined due to the drought. According to one of declined due to the drought. According to one of 
the farmers this is due to a lack of rainfall during the farmers this is due to a lack of rainfall during 
March over the last couple of years. While the March over the last couple of years. While the 
highly palatable karoobietou (Osteospermum highly palatable karoobietou (Osteospermum 
sinuatum) and Pteronia oblanceolata declined sinuatum) and Pteronia oblanceolata declined 
in the Succulent Karoo, with an increase in the in the Succulent Karoo, with an increase in the 
cover of less palatable plants, such as Pteronia cover of less palatable plants, such as Pteronia 
spp (gombos) and doringvygie (Ruschia spp (gombos) and doringvygie (Ruschia 
spinosa). The unpalatable and poisonous spinosa). The unpalatable and poisonous 
bitterbos (Chrysocoma ciliata) also declined due bitterbos (Chrysocoma ciliata) also declined due 
to the drought in both biomes.to the drought in both biomes.

Both biomes showed changes in vegetation Both biomes showed changes in vegetation 
composition, and it appears that succulents composition, and it appears that succulents 
and certain subshrubs are more sensitive to and certain subshrubs are more sensitive to 
extended droughts, and that the less valuable extended droughts, and that the less valuable 
species are more adapted to survive droughts. species are more adapted to survive droughts. 
Combined with a lower plant cover, the Combined with a lower plant cover, the 
extended drought resulted in a decrease in extended drought resulted in a decrease in 
the agricultural production potential of both the agricultural production potential of both 
biomes. The positive in this is that there are biomes. The positive in this is that there are 
now spaces for new plants to establish after the now spaces for new plants to establish after the 
drought, but then valuable species should still drought, but then valuable species should still 
be present, otherwise not only the agricultural be present, otherwise not only the agricultural 
production potential will decrease, but also the production potential will decrease, but also the 
biodiversity as fewer species will be present. The biodiversity as fewer species will be present. The 
species surviving the drought and those that species surviving the drought and those that 
can establish after the drought will determine can establish after the drought will determine 
how the area will react to climate change, with a how the area will react to climate change, with a 
prediction of more unreliable rainfall and higher prediction of more unreliable rainfall and higher 
temperatures in the future.temperatures in the future.

The Succulent Karoo, where the winter rainfall The Succulent Karoo, where the winter rainfall 
is predictable and prolonged droughts are very is predictable and prolonged droughts are very 
rare, was more negatively affected by a very rare, was more negatively affected by a very 
severe drought. The vegetation of the Nama severe drought. The vegetation of the Nama 
Karoo, where these droughts are more common, Karoo, where these droughts are more common, 
is more adapted to drought, and might be less is more adapted to drought, and might be less 
impacted by climate change. impacted by climate change. 

For more information, contact Nelmarié For more information, contact Nelmarié 
Saayman atSaayman at nelmaries@elsenburg.com. nelmaries@elsenburg.com.  

The prolonged drought experienced in the The prolonged drought experienced in the 
arid regions of the Western Cape in the last arid regions of the Western Cape in the last 
seven years has had an impact on the natural seven years has had an impact on the natural 
vegetation and hence influenced the livelihoods vegetation and hence influenced the livelihoods 
of the people making a living from extensive of the people making a living from extensive 
livestock and game farming.livestock and game farming.

A long term vegetation monitoring study in these A long term vegetation monitoring study in these 
arid regions that was started in 2015 at the start arid regions that was started in 2015 at the start 
of the drought, clearly showed how negatively of the drought, clearly showed how negatively 
the vegetation was impacted with differences the vegetation was impacted with differences 
between the reaction of the summer rainfall between the reaction of the summer rainfall 
Nama Karoo and winter rainfall Succulent Karoo.Nama Karoo and winter rainfall Succulent Karoo.

The Nama Karoo in general experiences severe The Nama Karoo in general experiences severe 
droughts on a more regular basis than the droughts on a more regular basis than the 
Succulent Karoo. From 2015 – 2020 the drought Succulent Karoo. From 2015 – 2020 the drought 
in the Succulent Karoo was more severe than in the Succulent Karoo was more severe than 
the Nama Karoo as it received less than 50% of the Nama Karoo as it received less than 50% of 
its average annual rainfall from 2017 – 2019. The its average annual rainfall from 2017 – 2019. The 
western region of the Nama Karoo, the Koup, western region of the Nama Karoo, the Koup, 
also experiences more severe drought than the also experiences more severe drought than the 
east.east.

In a study conducted by the Western Cape In a study conducted by the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture, repeated plant Department of Agriculture, repeated plant 
surveys was done on 10 farms in the Succulent surveys was done on 10 farms in the Succulent 
Karoo and 14 farms in the Nama Karoo. It was Karoo and 14 farms in the Nama Karoo. It was 
clear that the plant species composition changed clear that the plant species composition changed 
significantly in both biomes. In the Succulent significantly in both biomes. In the Succulent 
Karoo 15% of the species were lost over time, Karoo 15% of the species were lost over time, 
while only 3% of the species were lost in the Nama while only 3% of the species were lost in the Nama 
Karoo over the three years between the surveys. Karoo over the three years between the surveys. 
As expected, the plant cover decreased in both As expected, the plant cover decreased in both 
biomes, with more dead plants found in the biomes, with more dead plants found in the 
Succulent Karoo. It was mainly the cover of the Succulent Karoo. It was mainly the cover of the 
succulents, such as asbos (Mesembryanthemum succulents, such as asbos (Mesembryanthemum 
junceum) and karoo shrubs that declined.junceum) and karoo shrubs that declined.

The decline in the succulents is most probably The decline in the succulents is most probably 
because of the drought as they are not preferred because of the drought as they are not preferred 
by animals. Other studies also found that it is by animals. Other studies also found that it is 
especially shallow-rooted succulents that die especially shallow-rooted succulents that die 
off because of the drought. There was also a off because of the drought. There was also a 
shift from a dominance by palatable species to shift from a dominance by palatable species to 
unpalatable species in the Nama Karoo due to unpalatable species in the Nama Karoo due to 
an increase in pioneer grasses. This was mainly an increase in pioneer grasses. This was mainly 
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THE IMPACT OF THE DROUGHT ON THE VEGETATION OF 
THE KAROO
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FRUITLOOK GOING FROM STRENGTH TO 
STRENGTH

PETER KEUCK

Large areas of the Western Cape province remain in the 
grip of severe water shortages, and some of these areas 
have continued to experience severe and prolonged 
drought conditions. It is proven that optimizing water 
use efficiency in irrigated agriculture is key to a climate-
resilient agricultural sector in the Western Cape. It is 
against this background that the FruitLook project is 
still, after 11 successful years of delivering data, very 
important to the Western Cape agricultural sector. 
The FruitLook project is funded by the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture, allowing the service to be 
freely available for everyone interested (farm operations, 
NGOs, researchers, etc.) and creating as big of an impact 
as possible.

In August 2021 the FruitLook project started its twelfth 
season, delivering weekly data to around 2500 user 
accounts all over the Western Cape. Near real-time data 
on crop growth, moisture and minerals support farmers 
with an overview of their farm which they simply would 
not be able to get from driving around on their land. 

Users trust the data they receive from FruitLook, using 
it to calibrate their irrigation schedules to match the 
irrigation needs for their fields using water balance 
models and their on-farm knowledge of their soils. 
Benefits mentioned by users through the application of 
FruitLook include the accuracy and trustworthiness of 
the data, the farm overview provided, water security, 

improvement in tree health, management of good 
consistent production, improvement in fruit quality 
and size, water use efficiency measurement, fault 
finding in blocks and water budgeting. 

On September 1st a new FruitLook web portal was 
launched, providing the users with an improved 
and more accessible portal to display their data. 
This upgrade allows users to compare their fields 
in one overview, it gives the opportunity to create 
a large overview as well as zoom in to look for in-
field anomalies. The portal is available through 
www.fruitlook.co.za. 

Information on FruitLook, the new portal, 
data parameters, getting started, and how to 
use FruitLook on your farm is available through 
tutorial videos and biweekly webinars. When 
Covid-19 regulations allow, the FruitLook 
team will be present as much as possible again 
on the ground. To access the portal please go to: 
https://fruitlook.co.za/. For more information, 
contact Peter Keuck at peterk@elsenburg.com.

mailto:peterk@elsenburg.com.
http://www.fruitlook.co.za
http://www.fruitlook.co.za
https://fruitlook.co.za/%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%91%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%83


THE IMPORTANCE OF URBAN AGRICULTURE IN A 
CLIMATE INSECURE WORLD

VANESSA BARENDS-JONES

Climate change is a concern globally, and many 
countries are tightening their grip on their emissions 
as policies and agreements are becoming more 
stringent. Research is giving guidance by helping 
countries to understand the impact of climate 
change on various spheres, like the impact on 
agriculture and food systems, the impact on 
infrastructure, and on the energy sector, among 
others (Belay, 2020). 

As it is important to know the effects of climate 
change, it is just as important or even of utmost 
importance to know the causes. One of the driving 
forces associated with climate change is rapid 
urbanization, which has a direct influence on the 
relation between climate change and agriculture. 
Agriculture is a contributor, as well as a victim of 
climate change, and the same can be said about 
urbanization. Growing urbanization is heavily 
dependent on natural resources like food, water 
and fossil fuels for energy. 

Research has shown that approximately 50% of 
the total global population lives in urban areas 
and that this percentage will increase to 70% by 
2050 (Belay, 2020; Dubbeling, van Veenhuizen & 
Halliday, 2019). About 80% of the energy produced 
globally is consumed by urban areas, where it 
contributes more than 70% to energy-related 
global greenhouse gases (GHG). These figures 
will increase as the urban populations increase. 
Poor waste management in urban areas will also 
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, including 
methane and chlorofluorocarbons. 

Research shows that in Africa approximately 40% of 
the total population lives in urban areas, which will 
have an impact on social and environmental issues 
within these urban areas (Belay, 2020). Growing 
urban areas are already facing many challenges 
which include safe housing, infrastructure, economic 
opportunities, and adequate, safe, nutritious, and 
affordable food for all; and on top of that, they 
have to deal with the effects of climate change 
(Dubbeling, van Veenhuizen & Halliday, 2019). 

Urban areas are also affected by acute shocks such 
as droughts, floods, windstorms, forest fires, and 
landslides (these are made worse by climate change), 
as well as chronic stresses caused by uncontrolled 
urban population growth and impacts of longer-
term climate change (Belay, 2020; Dubbeling, van 
Veenhuizen & Halliday, 2019). Chronic shocks can 
impact food production and the processing and 
distribution of food along the supply chain, which 
affect cities’ critical food supplies. 

When rural agriculture is affected by storms, floods, 
shifting seasonal patterns, droughts and water 
scarcity, the urban economies will also feel the 
impacts. Urban populations will feel it in increasing 
food prices and shelves taking longer to be stocked 
(food being imported from other regions); this is 
due to their dependence on buying food rather 
than growing their food. 

The more vulnerable grouping will be the poorer 
urban population which will be hit the hardest. Their 
household expenditure for food is already around 
60% of their total household income budget, which 
means that they will rather go for cheaper, non-
perishable and less nutritious food. This will have 
negative effects on their overall health in the long 
run. 

As the concern for food safety and transparency 
is growing globally, these vulnerable consumer 
groups are less likely to worry about where their 
food is coming from and food insecurity outweighs 
food integrity (Kavonic, 2021). 

As the urban expansion is seen as creating more 
(climate change) challenges, it is also seen as creating 
opportunities (Belay, 2020). Urban agriculture can 
provide a solution to the food insecurity problem, 
as well as creating jobs, producing healthy and 
nutritional food and assisting to decrease cities’ 
greenhouse gas emissions. Figure 1 is a summary of 
the benefits that urban agriculture can offer cities. 



Figure 1: The benefits of urban agriculture. Source: Dubbeling, van Veenhuizen & Halliday 
(2019); Own compilation (2021).

Figure 1 focuses on 4 key areas; food, water, waste 
and other. Urban agriculture can contribute to food 
security, food safety and nutrition, as well as cutting 
down on food import-related emissions. 

Looking at the other key areas it is clear that 
cities can benefit from implementing urban 
agriculture and by doing so help fight the effects 
of climate change. In summary, urban agriculture 
can decrease greenhouse gas emissions across 
various levels. More studies are needed to measure 
by what percentage greenhouse gas emissions 
were decreased in cities that did implement urban 
agriculture. Also, by what percentage did organic 
waste to landfill decrease? As the impacts of 
climate change worsen, the more the need arises 
for adaptation and mitigation strategies. People 
are being forced to become more resilient and 
innovative to survive. 
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In January 2021, the Cirrus Group was appointed 
by the Climate Change Directorate in the 
DEA&DP to undertake a research piece to fill a 
gap in the provincial emissions profile – that 
being the Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land-
Use (AFOLU) sector. The AFOLU sector is 
unique in comparison to the other sectors as it 
comprises emissions into the atmosphere as well 
as the sequestration of atmospheric carbon into 
terrestrial carbon stocks.  

The AFOLU project focuses on two main 
components, namely the development of a 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions profile for 
the Sector and the identification of appropriate 
land-based mitigation measures for the province. 
These components will inform and align with the 
updating of the Western Cape Climate Change 
Response Strategy and the development of a 

NEWS 
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PROVINCE

2050 Emissions Pathway Analysis. Collectively, these 
processes will develop a transformation pathway 
that delivers long term emissions reductions and 
sustainable development toward the goal of net-
zero GHG emissions for the province by 2050. 

The project is nearing completion, where the GHG 
inventory for the AFOLU sector has just been 
finalised (see results in Table 1 below) together 
with spatial modelling on the distribution of woody, 
herbaceous and soil organic carbon pools across the 
province. Furthermore, the project will also produce 
a model to analyse the effect of fire regimes as a 
source of emissions within the province.

Table 1. (3rd  iteration) Greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions generated by the Western Cape’s AFOLU 
sector (Year 2018).

WESTERN CAPE AFOLU SECTOR 
PROJECT - DEVELOPING A CLIMATE 

CHANGE RESPONSE FOR THE AFOLU 
SECTOR IN THE WESTERN CAPE

Climate Change Directorate, Western Cape Department of 
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning



Work on the mitigation measures component of the 
project is now underway. Stakeholder engagements 
took place with professionals in different land types 
and uses that have been identified for mitigation in 
the sector. This work also focusses on identifying 
potential land use changes over the next few 
decades in order to identify where it should be 
included in the modelling component.

This type of project is the first of its kind conducted 
at a provincial level, where a key incentive of its 
implementation was to identify sector role players, 
data custodians and gaps, as well as benchmark 
data collection and analysis processes to enable the 
exercise to be replicated with improved accuracy 
into the future.  

Overall, the outcomes of the project will contribute 
to producing an enhanced understanding of 
how the AFOLU sector may contribute to 2020-

2050 GHG emission projections; as well as the 
costs and potential co-benefits for employment, 
climate change adaptation and implementation of 
mitigation measures for the province. 

These outcomes will feed into the Climate Change 
Directorate’s broader 2050 Emissions Pathway 
project focussing on the development of a GHG 
inventory for all sectors of the province, as well as 
modelling mitigation measures and scenarios for a 
net-zero 2050 emissions trajectory. 

More on this exciting work to follow in future 
versions of the newsletter.

For more information, contact Lize Jennings at lize.
jennings@westerncape.gov.za.

mailto:lize.jennings@westerncape.gov.za.
mailto:lize.jennings@westerncape.gov.za.


The national Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and 
Environment, Barbara Creecy, published an 
Opinion piece in the Business Day on 15 August 
2021. In it, she responds to the 6th Assessment 
Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) that was released in 
July 2021. 

Creecy: ”This is an important contribution to 
enhancing scientific understanding of climate 
change, which must inform international policy 
at the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) in 
Glasgow, Scotland, in November.”

In the article, Creecy highlights two clear 
messages:

”Climate change is happening now. We have 
reached 1.1°C of global warming above the 
pre-industrial average already. All parts of 
the world are experiencing heatwaves, floods, 
droughts and other extreme weather as a result 
of human-induced climate change. These will 
dramatically increase in intensity with further 
global warming.”

Also, ”It is now unequivocal that the climate 
change we are experiencing is as a result of 
human activity. The debate about the science 
is over. We need to take urgent action to 
avoid dangerous climate change that poses an 
existential threat to humanity.”

Creecy states: ”SA remains firmly committed to 
contributing our best effort towards the global 
cause of addressing climate change.” She then 
outlines the key responses required by South 
Africa, and ends on a hopeful note: ”If we can 
make progress in this regard in Glasgow it may 
be possible to turn Africa’s climate change 

liability into a new opportunity for green 
growth and the job-creation opportunities that 
accompany it.”

To read the full article please go to:
https://www.businesslive.co.za/amp/bd/
opinion/2021-08-15-barbara-creecy-africa-
committed-to-a-low-carbon-future-but-help-is-
needed/

NATIONAL NEWS

AFRICA COMMITTED TO A LOW-CARBON FUTURE, 
BUT HELP IS NEEDED

BREAKING NEWS on 
20 September 2021

The South African cabinet has formally adopted a 
lower greenhouse gas emission target, its revised 
NDC, ahead of the COP26 climate change 
conference. [Please see the SmartAgri Barometer 
Edition #1, 2021/2022 for more details] At the 
same time, the cabinet approved the submission 
of the National Climate Change Bill to parliament. 
This legislation will enable government structures 
to enact climate-related measures.

https://www.businesslive.co.za/amp/bd/opinion/2021-08-15-barbara-creecy-africa-committed-to-a-low-carbon-future-but-help-is-needed/
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

FULL NDC SYNTHESIS REPORT: SOME PROGRESS, 
BUT STILL A BIG CONCERN:

https://unfccc.int/news/full-ndc-synthesis-report-some-progress-but-still-a-big-concern

UN CLIMATE CHANGE NEWS, 17 SEPTEMBER 2021 

UN Climate Change today published a synthesis of 
climate action plans as communicated in countries’ 
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). 

The NDC Synthesis report indicates that while there 
is a clear trend that greenhouse gas emissions are 
being reduced over time, nations must urgently 
redouble their climate efforts if they are to prevent 
global temperature increases beyond the Paris 
Agreement’s goal of well below 2C – ideally 1.5C – 
by the end of the century.

The Synthesis Report was requested by Parties to 
the Paris Agreement to assist them in assessing the 
progress of climate action ahead of the UN Climate 
Change Conference (COP26) this November in 
Glasgow, Scotland.

The report includes information from all 191 Parties 
to the Paris Agreement based on their latest NDCs 
available in the interim NDC registry as at 30 July 
2021, including information from 86 updated or 
new NDCs submitted by 113 Parties. The new or 
updated NDCs cover about 59% of Parties to the 
Paris Agreement and account for about 49% of 
global GHG emissions.

For the group of 113 Parties with new or updated 
NDCs, greenhouse gas emissions are projected to 
decrease by 12% in 2030 compared to 2010. This is 
an important step towards the reductions identified 
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), which estimated that limiting global average 
temperature increases to 1.5C requires a reduction 
of CO2 emissions of 45% in 2030 or a 25% reduction 
by 2030 to limit warming to 2C.

Within the group of 113 Parties, 70 countries 
indicated carbon neutrality goals around the 
middle of the century. This goal could lead to even 
greater emissions reductions, of about 26% by 
2030 compared to 2010. 

“I congratulate all Parties that have submitted 
updated or new NDCs", said Patricia Espinosa, 
Executive Secretary of UN Climate Change. “The 
synthesis shows that countries are making progress 
towards the Paris Agreement’s temperature goals. 
This means that the in-built mechanism set up by 
the Paris Agreement to allow for a gradual increase 
of ambition is working”, she added.

A sizeable number of NDCs from developing 
countries contain conditional commitments to 
reduce emissions, which can only be implemented 
with access to enhanced financial resources and 
other support. 

The report suggests that the full implementation of 
these components could allow for global emissions 
to peak by 2030. Regarding adaptation actions, 
which are also covered in many of the available 
NDCs, support is particularly critical.

“This shows just how central the issue of providing 
support to developing countries really is. We need 
to peak emissions as soon as possible before 2030 
and support developing countries in building up 
climate resilience. The pledge to mobilize USD 100 
billion annually by 2020 was key for enhancing 
climate action by developing countries. 

That commitment that was made in the UNFCCC 
process more than 10 years ago has not yet been 
fulfilled. It’s time to deliver – COP26 is the place 

https://unfccc.int/news/full-ndc-synthesis-report-some-progress-but-still-a-big-concern


to do so. Developing countries need this support 
in order to act as ambitiously as possible”, Ms. 
Espinosa urged. 

The report also contains some worrying findings. 
The available NDCs of all 191 Parties taken together 
imply a sizable increase in global GHG emissions in 
2030 compared to 2010, of about 16%. According 

to the latest IPCC findings, such an increase, unless 
actions are taken immediately, may lead to a 
temperature rise of about 2.7C by the end of the 
century.

“The 16% increase is a huge cause of concern. It is 
in sharp contrast with the calls by science for rapid, 
sustained and large-scale emission reductions to 
prevent the most severe climate consequences 
and suffering, especially of the most vulnerable, 
throughout the world”, Ms. Espinosa said. “The 
report clearly shows that the NDC framework is 
helping Parties to advance towards fulfilling their 
commitments under the Paris Agreement", she 
added.

Espinosa clarified that Parties can submit NDCs 
or update already submitted NDCs at any time, 
including in the run-up to COP26. In this event 
and in order to ensure that the COP has the latest 
information before it, UN Climate Change will issue 
an update to cover all NDCs submitted on or before 
12 October 2021. The update is planned to be 
published on 25 October 2021.

“Knowing how much work on enhancing NDCs has 
been ongoing, I again call on all Parties that have not 
yet done so to submit new or updated NDCs. But 
those Parties that have already made submissions 
also have the opportunity to revisit their NDCs to 
increase their level of ambition. The time left before 
COP26 is short, but I hope we may still see many 
more NDCs”, Ms. Espinosa said.

Alok Sharma, incoming COP26 President, said: “This 
report is clear: ambitious climate action can avoid 
the most devastating effects of climate change, 
but only if all nations act together. Those nations 
which have submitted new and ambitious climate 

plans are already bending the curve of emissions 
downwards by 2030. But without action from all 
countries, especially the biggest economies, these 
efforts risk being in vain. We can change the course 
of history for the better. We can and must act, for 
ourselves, for vulnerable communities and future 
generations”, he said.

The new or updated NDCs show a marked 
improvement in the quality of information 
presented, for both mitigation and adaptation, and 
tend to be aligned with broader long-term, low-
emission development goals, the achievement of 
carbon neutrality, national legislative/regulatory/
planning processes, and other international 
frameworks such as Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). Additionally, non-State actors and 
other stakeholders are becoming more involved in 
the NDC planning and implementation processes.

COP25 President, Carolina Schmidt said: “I 
congratulate the countries that have made an effort 
to align their new NDCs with what science is asking 
of us. But this effort must be made by all parties. I 
make an explicit call especially to the major emitters 
to deliver their commitments so that together we 
can prevent the temperature from rising more than 
1.5. The IPCC report shows us that we can achieve 
it, but only if we are all working decisively in the 
same direction.”

Read the full NDC synthesis report here.
To view the interim NDC registry, see here.

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/cma2021_08_adv_1.pdf
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/Pages/Home.aspx


NEWS FROM OUR PARTNERS

CARBON: GOOD WHEN IN SOIL, BAD WHEN 
WARMING THE PLANET

The latest issue of the Fresh Quarterly newsletter 
by Hortgro, the industry body representing South 
Africa's deciduous fruit growers, explored the 
theme of carbon – the good and the bad, so to 
say. Hugh Campbell, General Manager Hortgro 
Technical, puts it as follows:

"This issue has its origins in a set of questions that 
growers were asking about carbon sequestration. 
Growers wanted to know to what extent sustainable 
activities on their farms — such as removing 
aliens or applying mulch — sequester carbon, and 
whether they can benefit from these inputs. The 
fruit industry has the carbon-calculator tool for 
measuring emissions, but shouldn’t it also take 
account of sequestration?"

A set of articles unpacks some of the answers to 
these questions, and sheds light on what is meant 
by all the jargon. The articles cover the nature of 
carbon emissions from agriculture in South Africa, 
the meaning of a "carbon footprint" and "carbon 
sequestration", and what activities qualify for 
potential carbon credits. 

Other themes include soil health, integrated pest 
management, the use of cover crops and practices 
to reduce water use. Ultimately, orchards of the 
future must respond to the production environment, 
from the soil to the market, and carbon is becoming 
increasingly central in driving these responses.

To read the full issue please go to: https://www.
hortgro-science.co.za/fresh-quarterly/

https://www.hortgro-science.co.za/fresh-quarterly/
https://www.hortgro-science.co.za/fresh-quarterly/


ECO-EFFICIENCY OF IRRIGATED DAIRY PASTURES 
IN SOUTH AFRICA: N2O EMISSIONS FROM MANAGED 

SOILS AND ITS IMPLICATION FOR CARBON 
FOOTPRINT CALCULATIONS

HENDRIK P.J. SMIT1, THORSTEN REINSCH 1, PIETER A. SWANEPOEL2, CHRISTOF 
KLUSS1 AND FRIEDHELM TAUBE1,3

SHOWCASING RESEARCH AND 
YOUNG SCIENTISTS

1Institute of Crop Science and Plant Breeding, Grass and Forage 
Science/Organic Agriculture, Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel, 
D-24118 Kiel, Germany. 2Department of Agronomy, Stellenbosch
University, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa. 3Grass Based
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Henk Smit, PhD, Institute of Crop Science and Plant 
Breeding - Grass and Forage Science/ Organic Agricul-
ture, University of Kiel, Germany. PhD study conducted 
in association with the Department of Agronomy, Stel-

lenbosch University on the Outeniqua Research Farm of 
the Western Cape Department of Agriculture.

The negative environmental effects associated with 
dairy systems in the agricultural sector has been a 
controversial topic in the last few years. A paradigm 
shift is currently being pursued by society and 
politics to reduce nitrogen (N) and greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions and its effect on the environment. 

Dairy farmers generally use high amounts of mineral 
fertilizer, particularly N, to promote pasture growth 
and maximize pasture yield per hectare, despite the 
high amounts of manure that is available. However, 
an increase in herbage yield is not always observed. 
Fertilized agricultural soils therefore serve as a 
main source of human-induced nitrous oxide (N2O) 
emissions, a potent greenhouse gas. 

However, global production systems are diverse 
and mitigation strategies need to be developed at 
a regional level to maintain production and reduce 
emissions per unit of land and product. Regional 
information is often limited, especially for pasture-
based milk production. This particularly concerns N 
management within dairy systems. 

In South Africa, there is a lack of data on N2O 
emissions from fertilized, irrigated dairy-pastures 
and emission factors associated with the amount of 
N fertilized. Emission factor refers to the amount of 
nitrogen lost through gas in relation to the amount 

of fertilizer applied. However, it is important to 
create region specific emission factors  to quantify 
emission hotspots and promote mitigation 
strategies to ensure climate smart dairy production. 
The growing concern over GHGs and the effect of 
dairy production on the environment has led to the 
need to express the total emissions associated with 
milk production. Product carbon footprint analysis 
has become broadly accepted as an assessment 
method. The N-fertilizer management is an 
important parameter to consider when calculating 
the carbon footprint of milk. This study could update 
South Africa ś greenhouse gas inventory more 



accurately and can promote ways to produce more 
environmentally friendly milk with low associated 
greenhouse gas emissions and therefore a lower 
carbon footprint. Accordingly, important questions 
were addressed:

(1) What would be the response of N2O emissions
under managed soils in the southern Cape region
of South Africa to N fertilization, under irrigation
and intensive grazing practices, because of N levels
exceeding plant requirements?

(2) Can high stocking rates on intensively managed,
highly fertilized and irrigated dairy pastures lead
to high amounts of N returned through excreta
to the soil and result in a high N surplus which
could underestimate predicted N2O emissions?
(3) To what extent does mineral N-fertilizer usage
in intensive rotationally stocked dairy pasture
systems in South Africa affect the milk yield, carbon
footprint, N-balance and N-footprint per hectare
and per kg of milk produced?

Field trials were laid out as a randomized block 
design to evaluate five N fertilizer rates (0, 220, 440, 
660 and 880 kg N ha-1 year-1) as treatments on N2O 
emissions from irrigated kikuyu-perennial ryegrass 
(Pennisetum clandestinum-Lolium perenne) (Pennisetum clandestinum-Lolium perenne) 
pastures. The study was conducted near George in 
the southern Cape, South Africa. Gas measurements 
were performed using the static chamber method 
for one year on a weekly basis unless in the case 
of a fertilization event, where it was done in three 
consecutive days after fertilization. 

Gas samples were analysed for N2O and cumulative 
fluxes were calculated by means of linear 
interpolation. Furthermore, three-year (April 2016 
to June 2019) experimental field data was used to 
investigate the effect of mineral fertilizer levels, as 
management strategies, on the pasture yield and 
the product carbon footprint of produced milk.

Accumulated N2O emissions ranged between 2.45 
and 15.5 kg N2O-N ha-1 year-1 and emission factors for 
mineral fertilizers applied had an average of 0.9%. 
Therefore, the IPCC default value emission factor 
for N-deposition from animal excreta seems to be 
overestimated. The relationship between N2O-N 
losses and N input can best be described by an 
exponential function rather than a linear function, 
which indicated that excessive fertilization of N will 
add directly to N2O emissions from the pastures. 

There was no positive effect on growth of pasture 
herbage from adding N at high rates. The suggested 
EFs of the IPCC default value for grazing systems 
led to an overestimation of N2O emissions when 
they were compared to the estimated values 
obtained from the current study. A better approach 
would be to replace emission factors of the IPCC 
default value with regional emission factor values, 
which are dependent on the N balance. This leads 
to more accurate greenhouse gas inventories from 
managed soils on a regional scale, where other 
environmental threats (e.g. groundwater pollution 
and eutrophication) are also addressed. 

Estimated methane emissions resulting from 
ruminal enteric fermentation were on average 
the largest contributor (49%) to the total global 
warming potential per hectare over all treatments. 
More than half of emissions in the N60 and N80 
treatments were the result of direct N2O emissions 
from mineral fertilizer applied to pastures and as a 
result of irrigation. 

Mineral N fertilizers as inputs accounted for the third 
largest contributor (12%) of the total global warming 
potential per hectare. Soil carbon sequestration had 
a positive effect in reducing the total global warming 
potential per hectare over all treatments. With 
increasing farm-N-balance per hectare, the GHG 
emissions were generally higher. This relationship 
could best be described as exponential. In contrast, 
the energy corrected milk ha correlated linearly with 



the farm-N-balance. However, the lowest farm-N-
balance (N0 treatment) did not result in the lowest
carbon footprint and were similar between the N0 
and N20 treatment. The results from the current 
study indicated an improvement in the carbon 
footprint as the amount of N-fertilizer was reduced. 
The main source of N came from purchased mineral 
fertilizers. Consequently, the fertilizer and the 
extensively imported supplements were the most 
prominent factors influencing the farm-N-balance, 
respectively. 

In South African pasture-based dairy systems, 
cows graze pastures year-round, which makes 
high N returns to pastures more likely. Dairy cows 
excrete ~75% of their N intake, whereas less than 
~25% is metabolized into the milk output from the 
pasture system. Even if concentrates are fed at 
low levels there will still be a considerable amount 
of N returned through excreta. Therefore, excreta 
should be considered in fertilization management 
strategies. The carbon footprint of milk from 
pasture-based dairy farms can be further improved 
through management such as timing of fertilizer 
application, reducing the amount of fertilizer 
applied, and by incorporating forage legumes.

The study could be used as a pilot study to measure 
GHG emissions from prevailing forage crop 
systems in South Africa. This study indicated that 
the excess N applied in combination with excreta 
on pasture-based dairy farms have no beneficial 
effects on herbage yields and therefore contribute 
to negative environmental effects as well as the 
carbon footprint of milk. This study gave insight 
about the opportunities to produce climate-smart 
dairy products in South Africa. Regional developed 
values for the different parameters considered in 
the study should be used to update the accuracy 

of the calculated carbon footprint of milk from 
pasture-based systems in South Africa.
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ABSTRACT

Limited studies investigated the effect of dietary 
nitrate addition as methane (CH4) mitigation 
strategy for dairy cows grazing pasture. This 
study aimed to investigate the effect of dietary 
nitrate addition on daily enteric CH4 emissions, 
production performance and rumen fermentation 
of multiparous Jersey cows grazing perennial 
ryegrass pasture (containing approximately 7.3 g of 
nitrate/kg of dry matter (DM)). 

Thirty-two intact and eight rumen-cannulated 
multiparous Jersey cows were subjected to a 
replicated 2x2 Latin square design with 16 intact cow 
replicates and four rumen-cannulated cow replicates 
supplemented with one of two concentrates 
containing either urea (urea treatment), or urea and 
nitrate (nitrate treatment) as nonprotein nitrogen 
source (NPN; containing 0.3 and 15.2 g of nitrate/
kg of DM, respectively). 

Concentrates were formulated to be isonitrogenous 
and isoenergetic, and was fed at 5.4 kg of DM/cow 
per d along with a strict daily herbage allowance of 
14 kg of DM/cow. Cows were gradually adapted to 
concentrates over a 3-wk period. Total nitrate intake 
was 5.2 and 9.7 g of nitrate/kg of DM for the urea 
and nitrate treatment groups, respectively. Daily 
enteric CH4 emissions of 28 cows were measured 
with the sulphur hexafluoride tracer gas technique 
for six consecutive days during each experimental 
period with parallel total DM intake (DMI) estimates. 
Pasture DMI was calculated from faecal output and 
pasture digestibility using TiO2 and indigestible 
neutral detergent, respectively. 

Total DMI (18.1 and 17.8 kg/d), milk yield (19.0 and 
18.9 kg/cow per d) and daily CH4 emissions (400 
and 405 g/d) were unaffected by dietary treatment 
for the urea and nitrate group, respectively. Total 
milk solids content (135 vs. 133 g/kg), milk lactose 
content (47.3 vs. 46.7 g/kg) and milk urea nitrogen 
concentration (MUN; 12.6 vs. 11.6 mg/dL) were 
higher for the nitrate group. 

Rumen fermentation parameters such as volatile 
fatty acid profile, ammonium nitrogen, and DM and 
fibre disappearance were unaffected by treatment. 
Minor effects on ruminal pH were observed with 
an increasing tendency towards the nitrate group. 
In this study, dietary nitrate supplementation was 
not an effective CH4 mitigation strategy for dairy 
cows grazing perennial ryegrass. This can be 
ascribed to the unforeseen high nitrate content of 
the grazed pasture causing a relative small margin 
in total nitrate intake between the urea and nitrate 
treatment diets.

See also:
van Wyngaard, J.D.V., Meeske, R. and Erasmus, 
L.J., 2018. Effect of concentrate level on enteric 
methane emissions, production performance, and 
rumen fermentation of Jersey cows grazing kikuyu-
dominant pasture during summer. Journal of Dairy 
Science, 101, 9954–9966. https://doi.org/10.3168/
jds.2017-14327.

Josef van Wyngaard completed his PhD at the 
Department of Animal and Wildlife Sciences, 
University of Pretoria, working in collaboration with 
Dr Robin Meeske of the Western Cape Department 
of Agriculture, Outeniqua Research Farm.

EFFECT OF DIETARY NITRATE AND CONCENTRATE 
LEVEL ON ENTERIC METHANE EMISSIONS OF PASTURE-

GRAZED DAIRY COWS.

VAN WYNGAARD, J.D.V., MEESKE, R. AND ERASMUS, L.J., 2019. EFFECT OF DIETARY NITRATE 
ON ENTERIC METHANE EMISSIONS, PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE AND RUMEN FERMENTATION 
OF DAIRY COWS GRAZING RYEGRASS PASTURE DURING SPRING. ANIMAL FEED SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY, 252, 64–73. HTTPS://DOI.ORG/10.1016/J.ANIFEEDSCI.2019.04.006
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NEW RESEARCH REPORT:
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION FOR SMALLHOLDER 

FARMERS IN SOUTH AFRICA

Kruger, E., Dlamini, M.C., Mathebula, T., Ngcobo, P., Maimela, B.T. 
and Sisitka, L. 2021. Climate Change Adaptation for Smallholder 
Farmers in South Africa. Volume 1: An implementation and 
decision support guide. Summary report. Report to the Water 
Research Commission by Mahlathini Development Foundation. 
WRC Report No. TT 841/1/20. Obtainable from orders@wrc.org.
za or download from www.wrc.org.za or www.mahlathini.org.

The publication of this report emanates from a 
project entitled: 

Collaborative knowledge creation and mediation 
strategies for the dissemination of Water and 
Soil Conservation practices and Climate Smart 
Agriculture in smallholder farming systems. (WRC 
Project No. K5/2719/4)

This report forms part of a series of 9 reports. The 
reports are:

• Volume 1: Climate Change Adaptation for
smallholder farmers in South Africa. An
implementation and decision support guide.
Summary report. (WRC Report No. TT 841/1/20)

• Volume 2 Part 1: Community Climate Change
Adaptation facilitation: A manual for facilitation
of Climate Resilient Agriculture for smallholder
farmers. (WRC Report No. TT 841/2/20)

• Volume 2 Part 2: Climate Resilient Agriculture.
An implementation and support guide: Intensive

homestead food production practices. (WRC 
Report No. TT 841/3/20)

• Volume 2 Part 3: Climate Resilient Agriculture.
An implementation and support guide: Local,
group-based access to water for household food
production. (WRC Report No. TT 841/4/20)

• Volume 2 Part 4: Climate Resilient Agriculture.
An implementation and support guide: Field
cropping and livestock integration practices.
(WRC Report No. TT 841/5/20)

• Volume 2 Part 5: Climate Resilient Agriculture
learning materials for smallholder farmers in
English. (WRC Report No. TT 841/6/20)

• Volume 2 Part 6: Climate Resilient Agriculture
learning materials for smallholder farmers in
isiXhosa. (WRC Report No. TT 841/7/20)

• Volume 2 Part 7: Climate Resilient Agriculture
learning materials for smallholder farmers in
isiZulu. (WRC Report No. TT 841/8/20)

• Volume 2 Part 8: Climate Resilient Agriculture
learning materials for smallholder farmers in
Sepedi. (WRC Report No. TT 841/9/20)

To access a wealth of practical information on 
Climate Resilient Agriculture for smallholder 
farmers please go to the web platform: 
https://www.mahlathini.org/dss/resources/wrc-
cca-practices/
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES

6TH EDITION OF 
ADAPTATION FUTURES. 

4-8 OCTOBER 2021.
VIRTUAL EVENT.

ADAPTATION FUTURES 
2020

COP 26 UN CLIMATE CHANGE 
CONFERENCE (GLASGOW, UK). 31 
OCTOBER TO 12 NOVEMBER 2021. 

https://unfccc.int/process-and-
meetings/conferences/glasgow-climate-

change-conference

http://Adaptation Futures 2020
http://Adaptation Futures 2020
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2ND DRONE USERS CONFERENCE: CONSERVATION 
& AGRICULTURE. 29 NOVEMBER TO 1 DECEMBER 

2021. ELSENBURG, STELLENBOSCH.
www.dronesatwork.co.za

http://www.dronesatwork.co.za


BECOME PART OF 
THE SMARTAGRI 

DRIVE

Interested persons who would like to get 
more information on SmartAgri and its 
related actions, are invited to contact Prof 
Stephanie Midgley: stephaniem@elsenburg.
com Please subscribe to the SmartAgri 
Barometer if you would like to be updated 
on a regular basis.

Lee-Ann Bell
Information Developer
lee-annb@elsenburg.com

SMARTAGRI
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stephaniem@elsenburg.com
Web: www.elsenburg.com
www.greenagri.org.za

Prof Stephanie Midgley
Scientist: Climate Change 
and Risk Assessment
stephaniem@elsenburg.com
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